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. INITIAL OBJECTIVES OF ON-SITE D_PIRICAL MODELLING OF THERMAL PLIrMES:

A PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF A RIVER-SITE AND A LAKE-SITE THERe[AL PL[R.IE

I, K. Abu-Shumays

ABSTRACT

This report recommends developing a statistical model

to characterize the three-dimensional'pattern of thermal

plumes, lt indicates the danger of drawing detailed con-

clusions on the basis of a small number of observatlons, and

emphasizes the need for proper interpretation of empirical

measurements. Two reports, on the discharges (I) from the

Dresden Power Station into the Iliinols River and (2) from

Waukegan Station into Lake Michigan are analyzed. In con-

clusion, a plan for interpretation of temperature measure-

ai ments is recommended.

i. Introduction

An interdisciplinary group at Argonne is currently involved in evaluating

the various physical, biological, chemical and meteorological effects of thermal
|

. discharges in the Great Lakes, and in particular in Lake .Michigan. Lake Michigan I'4

is the sixth largest fresh water lake in the world _;ith a surface area of

22,400 square miles, an average depth of 276 feet and a volu_ne of 1].16 cubic miles.

The lake has two basins, a southern and a northern basin. Figure 1 indicates that

the coastline in the southern basin is very shallou but in the northern basin, it is

!i not quite as regular. Much of the coastline is known to be sandy and forms weak
lm

undez_,;ater surfaces not quite suitable for attachment and growth of aquatic organisms.

Among the sites Argonne has considered modeling i_ the outfall of Co_mon-

wealth Edison's _;aukegan generating station. This is a fossil fuel burning plant

with a discharge canal at the shoreline rather than scme distance out into the

lake. In the wiclnity of the discharge the lake is very shallow with a depth

!
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between 3 ft and 6 ft. In fact, a J pth of i0 ft exists at a distance not less

than 800-1100 ft from the _bore line. Hence, we would expect that in this

shallow region, the plume will be greatly influenced by local bottom topography,

by shore currents (which are not necessarily subject to the main movements of

the water in the lake), by wind direction and speed, etc. We also expect, because

of the limit on the amount of water that could be entrained, that the heated

discharge will be carried a maximal distance off shore. This is true unless the

plume is deflected towards shore, in which case it will cover a relatively greater

distance. Our first main concern is to study the characteristics of the thermal

plume. L. P. Beer and W. O. Pipes have done an initial study of the thermal plume

at Waukegan. 3'4 We shall comment on their study in Section 4 below. In order to

understand the techniques of these authors we have found it desirable to comment

on their relevant experimental and analytical work on thermal plumes in rivers.

Section 3 is devoted to their study of the effects of discharge of condenser water

2
into the Illinois River.

2. Plume Characteristics

A main objective of on-site empirical modelling is to study in detail a typical

thermal plume, its general pattern and the probable changes of this pattern due to

various changes in environmental conditions. Analysis of "Heat Dissipation

Characteristics" of a representative site would involve:

1. Temperature distribution study (both spatial and temporal)

2. Exchange coefficient evaluation and correlation with wind speed:

direction, topography and other flow characteristics,

3. Temperature statistical analysys,

4. Meteorological and limnologlcal statistical analysis.

Success in developing a reliable statistlcal model of the spatial and temporal

patterns of the plume at different parts of the year for differing meteorological

and !im_:ological conditlons are very essential for a reliable study of the physicn!,

biological_ chemical and meteorological effects of the plume. Our initial concer1_

I w
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therefore is to develop a three-dimensional picture of the plume, and to study

i_- its variation with time.
J

Several analytlcal and numerical models of plumes already exist, but their
#J

_' universal applicability has not been validated. For example, the excellent study

_ Lake 5
:_i done at Cayuga suggests that when a Jet of hot water is dishcarged on the

_ surface of relatively deep water, a discrete surface plume develops and can be

_I characterized by three distinct regions. The first region is the region where the

initial momentum of the discharged w_ter dominates. In this region, turbulent

mixing dilutes the warm water of the plume by the horizontal and vertical entrain-

ment of ambient colder water into it. The rate of vertical entrainment is pro-

_ portional to the local value of the bulk Richardson number B, defined as

=.e

V2 Pa -
i Here 0, h and V are suitable average values of the density, thickness and velocity

of the plume relative to the ambient water and Oa is the density of the ambient

water. The Richardson number B initially increases as the velocity decreases. The

vertical entrainment ceases and the first region ends when B reaches a critical

value B = 0,8. The second region is a diffusion convection region. In this
C

region, because of buoyancy gradients, there is no vertical entrainment; but

horizontal entrainment from the edges continues. In this region the velocity of the

plume tends to a censtant value appropriate to that of the ambient current, Since

the den_ity difference p - 0 continues to decrease, the value of B will begin
a

(and then continue) to decrease. Vertical entrainment sets in again when B falls
o

belo,._B = 0.8 and this characterizes the beginning of the third region.
C

_q_at we would expect on the basis of our limited knowledge is that the vertical

cross sections away from the point of the discharge will look as shown in Fig. 2.

Once _,.;e kno_ +_ " ""_,_ebounua,:,.c:gof L,_eo!ume 9 then we can analyze to advantage the

various cooli:Ig m=c_._.,__-_o_ including entrainment, heat exchange with the atmosphere
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etc. Except possibly in the third region, the boundaries of the plume would

typically be characterized by one or ali of the following factors: large

temperature difference, large density difference, possibly large current difference

(local motion of water in the plume in opposite direction to that of the ambient

water) and turbulence at the edges where entrainment takes place, lt is valuable

to check whether or not the edges of the plume can be localized experimentally.

Of course isotherms should give us a good idea of the shape of the plume.

3. Eval'_uationof a River-Site Stud i

In the Fall of 1968, L. P. Beer, W. O. Pipes and a group of supporting

engineers and scientists carried out what seemed to be an initial in-depth investl-

gation of. the effects of heated water discharges of th.eDresden Station power

2
plant on the Illinois River. We shall not be concerned here with their evalua-

tion of the effects on the aquatic environment of the Illinois, but rather with

their conclusions regarding the characteristic of the three-dimensional plume

they analyzed, lt should be emphasized that taking into account the short time

limitation of their study and the snail number of measurements the./ were able

to make, their results are indicative of the characteristics of the plume (the

same conclusion applies to their evaluation of the "Waukegan Station" discharges

quoted below). Hog,ever, their conclusions regarding the actual shape of the plume

are erroneous, and as ,_uch, cannot be _ustified on the bazis of their data.

As is shown in Figure 3, the DesPlaines River and the Kankakee River Join

to form the Illinois P,iver. The DesPlaines River haz a rate of flow no',u_ally

3 to 9 times greater than that of the }'ankakee. In October 1963, its _Taters were

2
also 5.- 8@F _Tarmer. The analysis of Dresden Station plume is complicated because

of its location in the vicinity of the confluence of these two riversj in fact, we

expect classical r.ethods of analys_s to break down in such a situation, The study

of Beer and Pipes in the Dresden pool in October 1968 indicates the existence of a

vertical thermocline together with horizontal and vert•;ca! stratification.
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Beer, e_t a_l., measured, among other things, water temperatures at various

positions at various depths in the DesPlaines, Kankakee and Illinois rivers. Of

interest to us a_e the positions in the neighborhood of the power plant discharge,

shown in Fig. 7. Beer, et al., conclude that the resulting temperature isotherms

at I frj 4 ft, and 8 ft below the river surface are as shown in Figs. 4, 5, and 6.

Note that these figures indicate that the hot water jet is restricted to a depth

less than 4 ft up to a distance of about 300-400 ft, and then dips to a depth of 8 ft.

Our initial reaction was to justify such a phenomenon. If ;-e assume that the tllermal

Jet influences and is influenced by the existence of a vertical the_mocline, then

it is not unreasonable to observe a dip of the thermal jet. Figures 4-6 also

indicate that the hot water spreads towards the north shore and, possibly because of

water currents and horizontal stratification, it is reflected to the deeper l_yer,_.

As a result, warmer _Tater at 740F exists below cooler 720F water.

The relevant measurements taken by Beer, et al., are reproduced in Table i.

As can be easily checked i none of their measurements justifies the actual details

_ven in Fi_ 4-6 or th__ei_nterpretation giye n abo_ve__.With the exception o_ the

measurement of position 21, Table I indicates that the temperature is uniforu in

depth only at a feu isolated locations and in alnost al]. the locations, the tcr_-

neratura, decreased ::lth increasing depth. The re_t of the data '-'_.._:,_by De_r, e'_.a_.,

which have not been quoted here also imply tha= the te:':parature decreases with depth.

This implication regarding temperatui:e gradient variation in depth, can ccrAceiv-ab2y

be violated at the surface due to various _ind, surface curre:_ts, ai_d_-

phenomena, but, under noi_mal conditions :.:cdo not expe_t v'o.latiou of '""_

observaticn at greater depth,

Since the measurements of Beer e_t a!., are by necessity not si_u:].teu-._u_;.h_

fluctuation at any. one nolnt, gives an indication of the error involved in co_re3at"'.,..1c,_,

the various r:_easure:_,ents.For example, the measurement at position 24 indicate_ that

_,e...t,_,:.-.::erature,cf 74=F is uniform _zith depth 0-17 ft, Yet ano_................nea:_ur_......

23 uin later at alrnoct the same position (No, 33) indicates tc;zper_ture stratif'cn-

t'ion wit': dep ''_'_._'it'_..At = 2.5 =w., from top to bottc;::_.

rll .... ,_ i_iii_iii_;i___r". _ _ ._--_-,......
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In conclusion, Beer, e__tal., have selected a difficult site to model.

Because of the time limitation of their _udy, they were unable to carry out ali

the desirable measurements; furthermore, they did not properly interpret their

temperature data, Again, we have no comments on the major part of their report 2

dealing with the biological and chemical effects of the condenser water discharge.

4. Evaluation of a Lake-Site Study 3

4
This section is restricted to the parts of the study by Beer, e_tal.,

dealing with the three-dimensional characteristics of the Commonwealth Edison

Waukegan generating station plume. The study of Beer, e__tal., performed in

April 1968 gives a reasonable estimate of the dimensions of the plume for a partic-

ular time of the year and a particular meteorological condition. Their report

includes a representative sample of numerical and graphical results including

Figs. 8 and 9 reproduced in this report. Fig. 8 and the rest of the figures given

by Beer_ et al., seem to indicate that 54°F cold water is trapped and is floating

on top of warner water. ;a_ile it is possible to have cold water on top of hot water

for extended periods of time, due to combination of wind and current effects, such

instabilities as indicated by Fig. 8 can hardly be expected to last during the two-

or-more-hour period of the measurement. Figure 9 indicates the positions of

temperature measurements, the numerical order in which these measurements were taken,

and explains one of the sources of difficulty. The relevant measurements at posi-

were carried out at 8:30-8:40 a.m. (April 30, 1968) when the watertions i_ 2, .

circulation was 699,000 gpm; at positions 14, 15 at 9:25-9:30 a.m.; and at
!

_i__' !I. positions 35, 36 at time 10125-10:30 a.m. vhen the water circulation was increased

_ i to 763,000 to maintain a At of 12@F. Changes in wind velocities of about 5 mph

_i_ are reported but no mea su_:ements of }inter currents seem to have been taken. In

_, sum_tary, instead of concentrating on the near-shore region and performing as many

"{_. meat;urements as possible to ,,n"_,__ a meaningful idea of its characteristics and then

moving to other regicn_, Beer, et al., elected to traverse the whole plume from
............ _ .... r. . .
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near region to far region and repeat the traverses at time intervals where the

plume can very well change, particularly in the region close to the outfall. Rapid

changes could not be ruled out if we note that the vicinity of the outfall seems to

have an irregular bottom topography and that the water up to 600 ft from shore is

very shallow, with depth ranging from 3 to 6 ft. Local currents and waves are

usually highly variable over this range, We have plotted Fig. i0 on the bases of the

data given by Beer, e_tal., to estimate the bottom contours for the Vaukegan plume.

Other temperature measurements were made by the FI.fPCA6 but are admittedly

insufficient for an accurate characterization of the plume.

"b

5. Concl..usi.__onand Reco_,endations

We conclude from the above that for on-site modelling of a particular plumep

it is essential to tnke into cor,zideration the various factors affecting the heat

exchange mechanism and the spatial and temporal structure of the plume, including

bottom topozraohy, local currents and wind direction tem erature velocity etc

It is also essential, to be able to model each zone separately, to repeat some

<: measurements to estimate .... -_e,.1.o_ and fluctuations,<._ and to Interr,ret empirical meas-

_i urements (or their averages) _)roperly,

.! For modelling of hot "_;aterdJsch_:ge patterns, such as the WauPegan plume with

• _ .-I -,
:- a disct_argq canal at the ,,a_]._o,..shoreline of the southern basin of Lake Michigan

i for example, _Je reeo_m_end the dew_loi,_,ent of _eta. led contour_ of bottom topography.
- . _ _

• . t; c_r.tours in Fig !0 explain th,_,bending of t_e:: For examplej the 3 ft and & ft d(,,: L' • .6

plume in Fig, 8 in a direction opposite to that of the
wind at the time of the

I measurement, Such contours and botton irregularities may prove advantageous fordetermining reference po::..... _,.,_ ..... ._

At the present: as far as we |:now, the three-dimensional pattern of the

Waukegan plum=.._'epo:'_::dby _eer_ .fi.t:_:.,=does not resemble any existing theoretical
$ -.

,: model. In fact_ for _,].u..-:,:_s_uch ,-,r.:.n,.-:,,au.,,._ganwe recomment the semi-empirical

_" modelling of t_,_dis _'- _,_,:_.the three regions discussed in Section 2

_,_! above: Zone i, a sha].!ou water r:on in which '_e ta_ _najor part of the plume is in co_tact
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with the bottom sediments; Zone II, a deep water zone in which the plume is over

ambient water. For the Waukegan plant, the Beer, e_tal., report suggest to us that

in Zone II the temperature difference is relatively small, the relative velocity is

very small (probably negligible at a depth of 14 or more feet below the surface)
l

and that the effect of gravitation is dominant. We also expect that the wind and

current condltio_Ls may sometimes be such as to drive the plume to the shore in

Zone I (the north shore for the Waukegan plant) and thus to extend Zone I for a

rather long distance at the shore. If such a situation is undesirable, then a

different design of the outfall or two breakwaters on both sides of the outfall will

help to push the plume to Zone II.

i Finally, to aid the seml-emplrical treatment, we plan to develop a computer

! •program which would require as input the time and position of each measurement, the

i errors in the position and ii the measurement, and other variables such as currents,
i i

i wind velocities, etc. The pre,ram would then correlate the various measurements,

use physically meaningful constraints such as admissible temperature gradients in

depth, and yield two-dimenslonal isotherms, the areas bet_reen isotherms, a11dpossibly

the volume of water within AT of a specified temperature T. The experience of

_ D.L. Phillips and the author in smoothing techniques (regularizaulon techniques) may

!i prove useful in this connection.
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_ LOCATIONS, WEATHER, TEMPERATURE DATA .
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Straig]lt Line Wind Air

• Position PM. Dista_ce From Depth Water Tcn_p. Vcl. Dl rc¢_. Tcn_l,.
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F;_E. BOTTOMTOPOGRAPHY
SOURCE: Reprinied from Geolog_l of the LAKE MICHIGAN

Gz'e_ L_<.esj by Jack L. Hough. _
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